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Our vision:  a stability tag that instantly reports Our vision:  a stability tag that instantly reports 
coldcold--chain product good/not good statuschain product good/not good status

Inspired by vaccine vial 
monitor (VVM) tags

VVM tags contain a chemical 
that integrates time and 
temperature, and instantly 
shows if the vaccine has 
degraded

VVM Drawbacks – difficult to 
customize, not accurate, 
doesn’t tell how or why the 
vaccine degraded

Vaccine VVM 



LifeTrackLifeTrack®®: an electronic VVM: an electronic VVM

Inspired by vaccine cold-chain VVM tags

Electronic tags are getting extremely small and cheap --
use electronics to overcome VVM problems and make a 
tag that is easy to customize & accurate

Give the tag a way to report on how or why a product 
deteriorated in the cold chain

Challenges:  

◦ 1:  How do we do this?

◦ 2:  Can we make this reliable and cost effective?



How do we do this?How do we do this?
The LifeTrack “stability bank concept” a simple way to 
predict the cold-chain stability of almost anything

Stability bank concept Example Insulin stability algorithm



Examples:Examples:
Stability models of milk, seafood, blood bank blood, 
insulin, and MRE (canned food)

Stability vs. Temperature (days) LifeTrack P(temp) functions



LifeTrack prototype electronicsLifeTrack prototype electronics

LifeTrack prototype Programming a LifeTrack unit



Downloading data (prototype)Downloading data (prototype)



Prototype reportPrototype report



Improvements neededImprovements needed
Move from LCD to electronic 
paper/ink display
Use paper-thin batteries
Add RFID capability
Cost reduction



RFID reportingRFID reporting
Problem:  RFID tag design constraints make it difficult 
to transmit large amounts of data
EPCglobal Gen-2 RFID tags allocate only 256 bits (32 
bytes) for data storage!
Users want a detailed temperature log that gives a 
history of cold-chain shipment problems since the 
product left the factory

How can we cram a detailed time-temperature log into 
less than 32 bytes?



A detailed log in < 32 bytesA detailed log in < 32 bytes
Because the tag uses LifeTrack technology, it is smart 
enough to recognize important product deterioration 
milestones
Insight:  users only care about important deterioration 
milestones!
Users want to know:  where and when in the cold chain 
was the product lifetime used up?

Can compress the time-temperature log by just storing 
the time and temperature at major product 
deterioration milestones



Proposed compression schemeProposed compression scheme

Fit all milestone 
time/temperature 
data into 16 bit 
fields:
Temperature: 6 
bits 
Time: 10 bits

Agree on a 
standardized RFID 
data scheme for all 
products



BenefitsBenefits

A RFID reader could 
immediately read the cold-
chain log for any material 

Here product lifetime was 
60% lost by exposure to 
high temperatures 274 days 
after shipment

16 byte log showing 20% lifetime milestones 
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